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aplpy is distributed as a tar archive and installation instructions are included in the readme file of the archive. if needed, packages for fedora, centos, ubuntu, scientific linux and
other linux distributions can be obtained from the aplpy website. other windows installations are provided via the website. the extension also offers an online website which is

configured to perform all of the backup functions of aplpy. at the top of the interface, there is a navigation bar with a simple menu that makes the software very intuitive to use. hd
online player also supports the latest version of the popular vlc media player for a convenient browsing experience. with the hd online player, you can view hd videos online without

having to download them to your computer. the interface of the online player is composed of three distinct areas: the navigation bar, the frame list and the decoded information.
under the navigation bar, you can: - access the interface of the application using the web interface, - manage the connections between the player and the camera, - connect to the

player via ethernet, - configure up to three different profiles, - and more. under the frame list, you can view all the files currently displayed on the screen. to access the decoded
information of a single frame, just click on it. to start a slideshow, click on the start button and the player will begin playing the selected video automatically.
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